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Installation
Use the two 23/64 thru holes in the Body to mount the Model 
632. Mount the regulator with the Dripwell Drain Plug at the 
lowesq
0 int for adequate drainage.



632 Series Process Filter/ Regulator         2FR400
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Precision Air Regulator         1R270E

Maintenance Procedures

! CAUTION:
SHUT OFF AIR SUPPLY and exhaust the primary and
secondary pressure before disassembling regulator unit.
(Turning the knob counterclockwise reduces regulator’s
setting, but does not vent downstream pressure on non-
relieving regulators.)

1. The regulator can be disassembled for servicing without
removal from line.

2. Occasionally remove bottom plug and clean plug, body
and valve seat.

3. TO DISASSEMBLE – Shut off air to regulator and vent air
lines on both sides of regulator. Turn adjusting knob
counterclockwise to relieve compression on spring. Remove
the screws, cover and spring. Diaphragm assembly can
now be removed. By removing bottom plug and spring the
valve stem can be removed from the bottom of the regulator.





Precision Air Regulator         1R270P

Maintenance Procedures

! CAUTION:
SHUT OFF AIR SUPPLY and exhaust the primary and
secondary pressure before disassembling regulator unit.
(Turning the knob coa-1clockwiseng ducesng regulat’f-T and



Operation
1.	 Before		tion	theon	airon			theon	adjustingrn	knobrn			untilrn	compressition	ison	releasedrn	











102 Series Standard Precision Regulator         2R406

Operation
1. Before turning on the air supply, turn the adjusting knob counterclockwise 

until compression is released from the control spring. Then turn on air 
supply and adjust regulator to desired secondary pressure by turning 
adjusting knob clockwise. This permits pressure to build up slowly, 



Symbol

Installation
Clean all pipe lines to remove dirt and scale before installation. 
Apply a minimum amount of pipe compound to the male 
threads of the fitting only. Start with the third thread back and 
work away from the end of the fitting to avoid the possibility of 
contaminating the regulator. Install the regulator in the airline. 
The inlet and outlet connections are labeled on the underside of 
the regulator with the arrows pointing in the direction of the flow. 
Tighten connections securely. Avoid undersized fittings that will 
limit the flow through the regulator and cause a pressure drop 
downstream. For more information, see Figure1.

NOTE: Oil free air must be applied to the regulator. Use a filter 
to remove dirt and entrained liquid in the airline ahead of 
the regulator. If an airline lubricator is used, it MUST be 
located downstream of the regulator, to avoid interference 
with regulator performance.

Pneumatic Division
Richland, Michigan 49083
269-629-5000

Pneumatic Division
Richland, Michigan 49083
269-629-5000

Installation & Service Instructions 
2R407

171 Series Vacuum Regulator

ISSUED:  May, 2009 
Supersedes:  October, 2008
Doc. # 2R407,  EN #090422, Rev 2

     WARNING
To avoid unpredictable system behavior that can cause personal injury 



171 Series Vacuum Regulator         2R407

Maintenance Procedures
1. Before assembly, shut off the valve that is supplying air to 

the regulator. This is to prevent air from escaping. It is not 
necessary to remove the regulator from the airline.

2. Remove the two Screws from the bottom of the unit.

3. Pull out the Inner Valve Assembly. Wash the Seat on the 
Inner Valve Assembly carefully.

4. Wipe off any particles that may be attached to rubber Seat 
Ring in Body.

5. Replace the assembly carefully.

6. Keep the vent hole in the Bonnet clear for pro()e regulatot 
NO(K)4TE:or 

ation6.

1. 



Pneumatic Division
Richland, Michigan 49083
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Installation & Service Instructions 
2R408

208 Series Input Signal Amplifier

ISSUED:  May, 2009 
Supersedes:  October, 2008
Doc. # 2R408,  EN #090422, Rev 2

     WARNING
To avoid unpredictable system behavior that can cause personal injury 





Pneumatic Division
Richland, Michigan 49083
269-629-5000

Pneumatic Division
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269-629-5000

Installation & Service Instructions 
2R409

45 Series Input Signal Amplifier

ISSUED:  May, 2009 
Supersedes:  October, 2008Doc. # 2R409,  EN #090421, Rev 2

     WARNING



















High Precision Regulator IS-2R205

Operation
1. Before turning on the air supply, turn the adjusting knob

counterclockwise until compression is released from the control
spring. Then turn on air supply and adjust regulator to desired
secondary pressure by turning adjusting knob clockwise. This
permits pressure to build up slowly, preventing any unexpected
operation of the valve, cylinders, tools, etc., attached to the
line. Adjustment to desired secondary pressure can be made
only with primary pressure applied to the regulator.

2. To decrease regulator pressure setting, always reset from a
pressure lower than the final setting desired. For example,
lowering the secondary pressure from 5.5 to 4.1 bar (80 to
60 PSIG) is best accomplished by dropping the secondary
pressure to 3.5 kPa (50 PSIG), then adjusting upward to 4.1
bar (60 PSIG).

Figure 1

CAUTION
REGULATOR PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT - The working range of
the knob adjustment is designed to permit outlet pressures within
their full range.  Pressure adjustment beyond this range is also



Installation & Service Instructions:
IS-2R206

High Flow Precision Regulators

ISSUED:  July, 2004
Supersedes: April, 2004

Doc.# 2R206, ECN# 040593, Rev. 2



Operation
1. Before turning on the air supply, turn the adjusting knob

counterclockwise until compression is released from the control
spring. Then turn on air supply and adjust regulator to desired
secondary pressure by turning adjusting knob clockwise. This
permits pressure to build up slowly, preventing any unexpected
operation of the valve, cylinders, tools, etc., attached to the line.
Adjustment to desired secondary pressure can be made only



FRL-APP-01

Precision Regulators
Application Guide

ISSUED: July, 2004
Supersedes: None
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